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Abstract—Quantum noise is the key challenge in Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) computers. Previous work for mitigating noise has primarily focused on gate-level or pulse-level noise-adaptive compilation. However, limited research efforts have explored a higher level of optimization by making the quantum circuits themselves resilient to noise.

In this paper, we propose QuantumNAS, a comprehensive framework for noise-adaptive co-search of the variational circuit and qubit mapping. Variational quantum circuits are a promising approach for constructing quantum neural networks for machine learning and variational ansatzes for quantum simulation. However, finding the best variational circuit and its optimal parameters is challenging due to the large design space and parameter training cost. We propose to decouple the circuit search and parameter training by introducing a novel SuperCircuit. The SuperCircuit is constructed with multiple layers of pre-defined parameterized gates (e.g., U3 and CU3) and trained by iteratively sampling and updating the parameter subsets (SubCircuits) of it. It provides an accurate estimation of SubCircuits performance trained from scratch. Then we perform an evolutionary co-search of SubCircuit and its qubit mapping. The SubCircuit performance is estimated with parameters inherited from SuperCircuit and simulated with real device noise models. Finally, we perform iterative gate pruning and finetuning to remove redundant gates in a fine-grained manner.

Extensively evaluated with 12 quantum machine learning (QML) and variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) benchmarks on 10 quantum computers, QuantumNAS significantly outperforms noise-unaware search, human, random, and existing noise-adaptive qubit mapping baselines. For QML tasks, QuantumNAS is the first to demonstrate over 95\% 2-class, 85\% 4-class, and 32\% 10-class classification accuracy on real quantum computers. It also achieves the lowest eigenvalue for VQE tasks on H\(_2\), H\(_2\)O, LiH, CH\(_3\), BeH\(_2\) compared with UCCSD baselines. We also open-source QuantumEngine for fast training of parameterized quantum circuits to facilitate future research.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum Computing (QC) is a new computational paradigm that aims to address classically intractable problems with considerably higher efficiency and speed. It has been shown to have exponential or polynomial advantage in various domains such as cryptography \([56]\), database search \([21]\), chemistry \([13]\, [30]\, [51]\) and machine learning \([7]\, [18]\, [24]\, [37]\, [54]\). In the recent two decades, QC hardware has witnessed rapid progress by virtue of breakthroughs in physical implementation technologies.
improve the noise resilience of QC via a co-design strategy for searching, training, and compiling quantum circuits.

This work fills this blank by proposing QuantumNAS, a noise-adaptive quantum circuit and qubit mapping co-search framework to find the most robust quantum circuit and corresponding qubit mapping tailored for a given task on the target quantum device as in Figure 1. We study parameterized quantum circuits since they provide unique opportunities to alter circuit structures while performing the same functionality.

First, we are strongly motivated by the significant impacts of quantum noise on performance. In Figure 2, we show the accuracy of MNIST 4-class image classification simulated by the noise-free simulator and measured on the real IBMQ-Yorktown quantum computer. Key observations: (1) More parameters increase the model capacity, thus increasing noise-free simulation accuracy. Nevertheless, more parameters mean more gates, which introduces more noise, and the accumulated noise quickly offsets the capacity benefit. As a result, the measured accuracy peaks at 45 parameters. (2) To make things worse, quantum noise exacerbates the performance variance. The measured accuracy variance under the same #parameters is much higher than that of noise-free, e.g., [25%, 59%] vs. [67%, 77%] under 45 parameters. The observations both call for the noise-adaptive search for the most robust circuit.

One major challenge for this noise-adaptive search is the algorithmic scalability issue. It is almost intractable to solve the two-level optimization problem (for quantum circuit and qubit mapping) via iterative circuit sampling, parameter training, and evaluation in the large design space. To address this, we propose to decouple the training and search by introducing a novel SuperCircuit-based search approach (Figure 1). We first construct a SuperCircuit by stacking a sufficient number of layers of pre-defined parameterized gates to cover a large design space. Then, we train the SuperCircuit by sampling and updating the parameter subsets (SubCircuits) from the SuperCircuit. The performance of a SubCircuit with inherited parameters from the SuperCircuit can provide a reliable relative performance estimation for the individual SubCircuit trained from scratch. In this way, we only pay the training cost once but can evaluate all the SubCircuits fast and efficiently.

Hence, the search cost is significantly reduced.

Furthermore, we perform an evolutionary co-search with noise information in the loop to find the most robust quantum circuit and qubit mapping jointly. In each iteration, the evolution engine samples a population of SubCircuit and qubit mapping pairs. Then the performance of each sampled SubCircuit can be evaluated by an estimator on two types of backends: a noise-aware simulator or a real quantum hardware. The estimator takes the inherited parameters from the SuperCircuit and assigns them to the SubCircuit. With a noise-aware simulator backend, the performance is evaluated with direct noise classical simulation with a realistic device noise model. Alternatively, we can replace the simulator with real quantum hardware. The requirement for such evaluation is no harder than any common variational quantum algorithms. After multiple evolutionary search iterations, we can obtain a pair of robust circuit and qubit mapping and then train the parameters from scratch. SuperCircuit-based search is inspired by the supernet method in classical ML model training [12], [22], [52]. However, we have four major differences: (1) The SuperCircuit is more general than the ML model and can be applied to various parameterized quantum algorithms such as VQE; (2) We co-search circuit with its qubit mapping; (3) Our search is aware of quantum noise to improve robustness; (4) We propose novel front sampling and restricted sampling specialized for quantum circuits.

Finally, on top of the searched circuit and qubit mapping, we further propose a fine-grained pruning to remove redundant parameters and gates and finetuning to recover the performance. We end up with a slimmed circuit with similar noise-free performance but fewer noise sources, which in turn improves the final measured performance.

Overall, QuantumNAS can mitigate the impact of quantum noise and delays the accuracy peak as shown in Figure 3. The contributions of QuantumNAS are five-fold:  Noise-Adaptive Quantum Circuit & Qubit Mapping Co-Search to enable noise-resilient QC.  SuperCircuit-based Efficient Search Flow: we propose a scalable quantum circuit search method based on SuperCircuit. Front sampling and restricted sampling are proposed for efficient exploration and stable
optimization in the huge design space. © Iterative Quantum Pruning is introduced to remove redundant quantum gates in a fine-grained manner. © Extensive Real QC Evaluations: we extensively evaluate QuantumNAS with 12 benchmarks in QML and VQE on 10 quantum computers, observing significant improvements over baselines. © Open-Source QC Library: To facilitate future research in QML and variational quantum simulation, we release QuantumEngine, a PyTorch-based GPU-accelerated library to enable fast training of parameterized quantum circuits (over 200× faster than the PennyLane [6]). It also supports push-the-button deployment of trained circuits on real quantum devices.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Quantum Basics

Qubits – Unlike a conventional bit, a quantum bit (qubit [15], [39]) can be in a linear combination of the two basis states 0 and 1: \(|\psi\rangle = \alpha|0\rangle + \beta|1\rangle\), for \(\alpha, \beta \in \mathbb{C}\), satisfying \(|\alpha|^2 + |\beta|^2 = 1\). The ability to create a “superposition” of basis states allows us to use an \(n\)-qubit system to represent a linear combination of \(2^n\) basis states. In contrast, a classical \(n\)-bit register can only store one of the \(2^n\) states.

Quantum Circuits – To perform computation on a quantum system, we manipulate the qubits’ state by applying a quantum circuit. A quantum circuit consists of a sequence of operations called quantum gates, which take one quantum state to another through unitary transformations, i.e., \(|\psi\rangle \rightarrow U|\psi\rangle\), where \(U\) is a unitary matrix. Results of a quantum circuit are obtained by qubit readout operations called measurements, which collapse a qubit state \(|\psi\rangle\) to either \(|0\rangle\) or \(|1\rangle\) probabilistically according to the amplitudes \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\).

Operational Noises – In real QC, errors occur due to imperfect control signals, unwanted interactions between qubits, or interference from the environment [11], [32]. Thus, qubits undergo decoherence error (spontaneous loss of its stored information) over time, and quantum gates introduce operation errors (e.g., coherent/stochastic errors) into the system. These systems need to be characterized [42] and calibrated [29] frequently to mitigate noise impacts. So noise-adaptive techniques in QC algorithms, circuits, and devices are critical.

B. Variational Quantum Circuits

A variational circuit is a trainable quantum circuit where its quantum gates are parameterized (e.g., by angles in quantum rotation gates). The parameterized quantum circuit \(\Phi(x, \theta)\) is used to prepare a variational quantum state: \(|\psi(x, \theta)\rangle = \Phi(x, \theta)|0\ldots0\rangle\), where \(x\) is the input data related to the computation and \(\theta\) is a set of free variables for adaptive optimizations. The variational method has shown powerful potentials in applications such as quantum machine learning [4], [7], [55], [61], numerical analysis [36], [38], quantum simulation [30], [31], [51], and optimizations [18], [46].

Typically, the training of variational circuits is performed by first selecting a hand-designed circuit for a computational task and, secondly, finding an optimal set of parameters for the circuit via a hybrid quantum-classical optimization procedure. The optimization is usually an iterative process to search for the best candidates for the parameters in \(\Phi(x, \theta)\). Whether a variational quantum algorithm is successful depends on how well the circuit can be trained. For example, “barren plateau” [43] is a phenomenon when the cost function landscape is flat, making a variational circuit untrainable using any gradient-based optimization algorithms.

Quantum Neural Network (QNN) is a promising application of variational quantum circuits. [1] shows that from an information geometry point of view, if carefully designed, QNNs have higher effective dimensions and faster training convergence speed over classical NNs. That highly motivates improvements of QNN robustness on real quantum machines.

Figure 4 shows the example circuits we used for QML (QNN) and VQE. For QML tasks such as image classification, we first encode the pixels using rotation gates and then use parameterized trainable quantum gates to process the information. We measure the qubits on Z-basis to obtain classical values, then compute Softmax of those values to get the probability for each class. For VQE, the parameterized circuit is used for state preparation, and the measurement part is constructed according to the molecule. We prepare for the state multiple times for measurements on different qubits and bases, multiply expectation values of qubits, and perform weighted sum. The final result is the expectation value for the ground state energy of the molecule. The parameters can be trained with backpropagation, in which we compute the derivative of each parameter \(\partial L/\partial \theta_i\) on loss function \(L\) and update the parameters with a learning rate \(\alpha\) and \(\theta_i = \theta_i - \alpha \partial L/\partial \theta_i\).

III. NOISE-ADAPTIVE QUANTUMNAS

A. Overview

Figure 5 shows QuantumNAS overview, time cost, and a simple example. Firstly, a SuperCircuit is trained as a fast estimation of SubCircuits performance ranking. Front sampling and restricted sampling are proposed to promote the reliability of estimations. Then a noise-adaptive evolutionary co-search is performed to find the best circuit and qubit mapping pair. A performance estimator is employed to provide fast and accurate feedback to the evolution engine. Redundant gates with small parameter magnitude are further pruned from the
searched circuit. The pruned circuit is finally compiled and deployed on real quantum devices.

### B. SuperCircuit Construction and Training

It is critical to encompass a large design space to include the most robust circuit. However, training all candidate circuits, evaluating their final performance, and selecting the best one is too costly. We thus propose SuperCircuit to evaluate each circuit in the design space (SubCircuit) without fully training it. Since we only need to find the best circuit, relative performance is sufficient, and can be estimated by the SuperCircuit.

With pre-specified basis gates and design space, the SuperCircuit is defined as the circuit with the largest number of gates in the space, whose parameters are trained by iteratively sampling and updating a subset of gates/parameters (SubCircuit). SuperCircuit contains multiple blocks, each with several layers of parameterized gates. A SubCircuit is a subset of the SuperCircuit that can have different number of blocks and gates inside blocks. Figure 6 shows one block of U1+CU1 space containing one U1 layer and one CU1 layer. The SuperCircuit contains all gates, while the SubCircuit only contains gates with solid lines. In one SuperCircuit training step, we sample a SubCircuit and only compute gradients and update that subset of parameters of SuperCircuit. Intuitively, training a SuperCircuit is simultaneously training all SubCircuits in the design space.

SuperCircuit aims to facilitate the low-cost evaluation of SubCircuits in the design space. Given one SubCircuit, it is sufficient to inherit the gate parameters from the SuperCircuit and then perform evaluation without training. That provides an accurate estimation of the relative performance of the SubCircuit. Since the next stage is derivative-free optimization such as evolutionary search, using relative performance between SubCircuits is sufficient to find the best one. In addition, SuperCircuit can be reused for new devices or when noise changes. Thus, we only need to pay the noise-free SuperCircuit training cost for once but can use it for all devices. The number of circuits run for naïve search is $N_{device} \times N_{search} \times (N_{train} + N_{eval})$; while that for SuperCircuit search is $1 \times N_{train} + N_{device} \times N_{search} \times N_{eval}$. The overall search cost is significantly reduced by around $N_{device} \times N_{search}$ times which is $10 \times 1000 = 16,000$ in our setting. $N_{device}$ is the number of quantum devices to execute the circuit. $N_{search}$ is the number of evaluated circuits during search. $N_{train}/N_{eval}$ is the number of circuit running iterations in training/evaluation.

A critical challenge in sampling-based SuperCircuit training is the large variance. Naïve random sampling often causes severe trainability issues due to intractable sampling variance from drastic SuperCircuit change, leading to unreliable relative performance estimation. To address this, we propose front sampling and restricted sampling.

#### Front Sampling

In front sampling, only the subsets with the several front blocks and front gates can be sampled. For instance, if the subset contains three blocks, then blocks 0, 1, 2 will be sampled. Inside a block, if two gates are sampled in a layer, then the gates on qubits 0 and 1 will be sampled. Figure 6 shows several valid cases of front sampling. Front sampling helps improve SuperCircuit trainability as SubCircuits share the parameters of front blocks and gates.

#### Restricted Sampling

Another essential technique we propose to boost training stability. We prevent the sampled SubCircuits from changing dramatically between two steps by constraining the maximum number of different layers. Therefore, the training process is stabilized as the sampling variance is under control. As in Figure 7, the upper path is...
unrestricted sampling where the two SubCircuits differ by 5 layers. In the bottom path, restricted sampling limits the layer differences to 3, bringing much better cross-step consistency.

\section*{C. Noise-Adaptive Evolutionary Co-Search}

SuperCircuit provides highly efficient relative performance estimations. We adopt a derivative-free optimization to explore the joint search space of circuit and qubit mapping.

\textbf{Evolutionary Search}. Genetic algorithm is employed in which the gene vector encodes circuit and qubit mapping. Each element in the circuit sub-gene represents the circuit width (#gates) in the layer. One additional gene sets the circuit depth (#blocks). Front sampling is also applied here. The qubit mapping sub-gene encodes the mapping between logical and physical qubits. We concatenate circuit and qubit mapping sub-genes as the pair’s gene.

The evolution engine searches for high-performance pairs by keeping a population of pairs. In one iteration, it first evaluates all pairs by querying a performance estimator and selects multiple pairs with the highest performance (the lowest loss/eigenvalue for QML/VQE) as the parent population. Then mutation and crossover are conducted to generate the new population as in Figure 8. Mutation randomly alters several genes with a pre-defined probability. Crossover first selects two parent samples from the parent population; and then generates a new sample, each gene of which is randomly selected from one of the two parent samples. The new population is the ensemble of parent population, mutations, and crossovers. Then we sort the new population and select the ones with the highest performance as parents and enter the next iteration. The population of the very first iteration is from random sampling. Population size across iterations remains the same. For QML, we use validation set loss as the indicator. The lower the validation loss, the higher the final measured accuracy.

\textbf{Performance Estimator}. Ideally, the performance of circuit-qubit mapping pairs is directly evaluated on real quantum devices, which, however, could be extremely slow due to limited resources and queuing. Therefore we apply an estimator to provide fast relative performance with noise. It takes the query pairs from the evolution engine as inputs. It inherits the gate parameters of searched SubCircuit from SuperCircuit and sets the searched qubit mapping as the initial mapping of the compiler. There are two ways of estimation. One way is to use a simulator with a noise model from real devices. Noise models are from calibrations such as randomized benchmarking performed by the IBMQ team. They contain coherence (depolarizing), decoherence
(thermal relaxation), and SPAM (readout) errors. The models are updated around twice a day and can be directly accessed with Qiskit API; the second is to use a noise-free simulator and compute the overall success rate with the product of success rates of all gates. Then the augmented loss will be noise-free simulated loss divided by calculated success rate: \( r_{overall} = \prod_i r_{gate_i}, l_{augmented} = \frac{l_{noise-free}}{r_{overall}} \), where \( r \) is success rate and \( l \) is loss. The first method is more accurate but slower, while the second is less accurate but faster. Therefore, in QuantumNAS, small circuits (\( \leq 10 \) Qubits) apply the first method; large circuits apply the second.

The estimator has two approximations. The first uses the performance of one SubCircuit with inherited parameters to estimate the performance of the same SubCircuit with parameters trained from scratch. The second uses the simulation results, either with noise model or success rate, to estimate the performance on real devices. Since we only care about relative performance, the two-level approximation still maintains enough reliability for the search engine. Figure 9 shows the effectiveness of the first approximation with five tasks in two design spaces. For each point, the x-axis value is the performance (loss) with inherited parameters from SuperCircuit; the y-axis value is that with parameters trained from scratch. The average Spearman’s correlation score is 0.75, showing strong positive correlations thus accurate relative performance. Figure 10 further shows the final estimated loss and the real loss for MNIST-4 on IBMQ-Yorktown. The correlation between them is 0.76, which indicates a significant positive relation. Therefore, the estimated performance is reliable enough to search for the best circuit-mapping pair.

D. Iterative Quantum Pruning

We further propose to remove redundant quantum gates to reduce the noise. The motivations are three-fold. First, the sub-optimality of the evolutionary search stage leaves room for further optimization of the searched circuit by reducing the number of gates. Second, even with the same circuit, there exist multiple parameter sets to achieve similar noise-free performance. Some sets contain more parameters with a magnitude close to zero, which can be safely removed with iterative pruning and finetuning. Third, some gates, such as \( U_3 \), contain multiple parameters. Partially removing the parameters can also bring benefits. We find that the number of compiled gates of \( U_3(\theta, \phi, \lambda) \), \( U_3(0, \phi, \lambda) \), \( U_3(\theta, 0, 0) \), \( U_3(0, \phi, 0) \) and \( U_3(0, 0, \lambda) \) are 5, 1, 4, 1, 1, respectively. Therefore, having one or two parameters as zeros in the \( U_3 \) gates can reduce up to 80% gates compiled to the basis gate set (CNOT, SX, RZ).

Therefore, we propose iterative pruning as in Figure 11 to remove the circuit parameters in a fine-grained manner. Specifically, we first train the searched circuit from scratch to convergence. We rank all the normalized rotation angles \((\theta, \phi, \lambda) \in [-\pi, \pi] \) and remove part of angles that are closest to \( 0^\circ \). Then we finetune the rest parameters to recover the accuracy. We iteratively increase the pruning ratio and finetune the circuit parameters until achieving the desired ratio. In practice, we adopt polynomial pruning ratio decay [67]:

\[
    r_{now} = r_{final} + (r_{initial} - r_{final}) \left(1 - \frac{s_{now} - s_{begin}}{s_{end} - s_{begin}}\right)^3
\]

where \( r \) is pruning ratio and \( s \) is training step. For final pruning ratio selection, we make sure that the noise-free simulation performance is not degraded compared with the un-pruned circuit. Thus, due to fewer gates after compilation, the accuracy of the circuit can be further increased by up to 9%.

E. QuantumEngine

To accelerate parameterized quantum circuit training in this work, we build a PyTorch library named QuantumEngine. Its APIs are implemented similarly to existing operations in PyTorch. So it makes quantum circuit construction as easy as a standard neural network model. It supports all common quantum gates. The state vector and unitary matrix of each gate are implemented with a native torch.Tensor data type. The simulations are achieved with complex-valued differentiable matrix multiplication operators such as torch.mm.

Compared with existing training frameworks such as PennyLane [6], it has several unique advantages: (1) It supports both dynamic and static computational graphs. Dynamic mode simulates each gate individually, so the state vector after each gate can be obtained for easy debugging. Static mode optimizes tensor network simulation by fusing unitary of multiple gates before applying to the state vector, reducing the computation amount. (2) It supports training in batch mode, which is important for QML tasks, while PennyLane cannot support...
batched training because it processes batch with the ‘For’ loop. (3) All simulations can be accelerated with PyTorch’s GPU acceleration support. (4) PyTorch’s native automatic differentiation can be applied to train the gate parameters. Furthermore, QuantumEngine supports push-the-button conversion between PyTorch quantum circuit and IBM Qiskit QuantumCircuit, such that we can support convenient end-to-end training-to-deployment flow. It contains many ready-to-use templates, e.g., random and strongly-entangled layers. Parameter shift is also supported for gradient computations.

Figure 12 shows the training speed of 10-qubit parameterized quantum circuits containing 100 RX and 100 CRY gates vs. PennyLane. Since PennyLane processes batch with the ‘For’ loop, the training speed reduces linearly with the batch size. QuantumEngine supports tensorized batch processing on CPU/GPU, so the speed is not severely influenced. The training speed is 246 to 10³ times faster than PennyLane.

IV. EVALUATION

A. Evaluation Methodology

**Benchmarks.** We conduct experiments on 6 QML and 6 VQE tasks. QML are classification tasks including MNIST [33] 10, 4-class (0, 1, 2, 3), 2-class (3, 6); Vowel [14] 4-class (hid, h1d, had, h0d); Fashion [63] 4-class (t-shirt/top, trouser, pullover, dress), and 2-class (dress, shirt). MNIST and Fashion use 95% images in ‘train’ split as the training set and 5% as the validation set. Due to the limited real QC resources, we randomly sample 300 images from the ‘test’ split as our test set and report their accuracy on the real quantum devices. However, we find 300 images can already have comparable accuracy to the whole testing set: on four circuits, the whole testing set acc/300-sample acc are 0.505/0.497, 0.284/0.283, 0.564/0.547, 0.272/0.287. The input images are 28×28. We center-crop them to 24×24 and down-sample them to 4×4 for 2 and 4 classifications; and 6×6 for MNIST-10, both with average pooling. Vowel-4 dataset (990 samples) is separated for 2 and 4 classifications; and 6 × 24 center-crop them to 4×4.

**Quantum Devices and Compiler Configurations.** We use IBMQ quantum computers via Qiskit [28] APIs. We study 10 devices, with #qubits from 5 to 65 and Quantum Volume from 8 to 128. We also employ Qiskit for compilation. The optimization level is set to 2 except for level 3 for Noise-unaware simulators.

**Noise-unaware simulator.** No noise information is involved.

**IBMQ Baseline.** We design SuperCircuit with Qiskit’s native QIBMQ Gates, which one block has 11 layers in the order of RX, S, CNOT, RY, T, SWAP, RZ, H, √SWAP, U1, and U3. The SuperCircuits for space 1 to 4 contain 8 blocks; space 5 has 4 blocks; space 6 has 20 and does not have front sampling. The design spaces contain numerous SubCircuits, e.g.: RXZY+U1+UC3 contains $4^{11×4} = 3 \times 10^{26}$ SubCircuits.

**Baseline.** We have six baselines: (1) Noise-unaware search: the SubCircuits are searched with noise-free simulation. No noise information is involved. (2) Random generation: with the same gate set, we generate random circuits and constrain their #parameters the same as the QuantumNAS searched circuit for fair comparisons. We generate three different circuits and report the best. (3) Human design: the SuperCircuit is searched with human-designed gates and layers.
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Noise-Unaware Searched</th>
<th>Random Generated</th>
<th>Human Design</th>
<th>Human Design+Noise-Adaptive Mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MNIST-2</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fashion-2</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowel-4</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNIST-4</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fashion-4</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowel-4</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 13. QuantumNAS achieves highest accuracy on real QC devices (IBMQ-Yorktown) compared with baselines. Pruning further improves 2% on average.

Fig. 14. On various 5-Qubit devices, QuantumNAS outperforms baseline designs.

we also make sure the same parameters. For U3+C3, RXYZ+U1+C3 and IBMQ Basis spaces, human design has full width in the several front blocks. For Z2+RY, RXZY, and Z2+XX spaces, we stack multiple blocks introduced in the original paper. (4) Human design+noise-adaptive mapping: the circuit has the same parameters with QuantumNAS. The qubit mapping is optimized with state-of-the-art technique [47]. (5) Human design+Sabre mapping: the circuit has the same parameters with QuantumNAS, the qubit mapping is optimized with Sabre [34]. (6) Human design(1/2 #Param)+Sabre mapping: similar to (6) with half parameters. (7) For VQE, we have an additional UCCSD [3] baseline. For UCCSD of CH4-10Q and BeH2, the original circuit cannot be successfully run on IBMQ machines because of too many gates (>10,000), so we only take the front 1,000 gates.

SuperCircuit and SubCircuit Training Setups. For all searched SubCircuits and baselines, we use the same training setting for fair comparisons. We use Adam optimizer with initial learning rate 5e-3 and weight decay 1e-4, cosine learning rate scheduler. We train 200 epochs with batch size 256 for QML tasks; 1000 steps for VQE tasks with batch size 1. For QML, the objective is to minimize training loss, while VQE minimizes the eigenvalue.

SuperCircuits training has the same settings with SubCircuits, except adding a linear learning rate warm-up from 0 to 5e-3 in the first 30 epochs for QML and 150 steps for VQE. Restricted sampling is applied during the whole training process. We set the largest number of different layers as seven. An additional technique is to progressively shrink the lower bound of possible sampled SubCircuit #blocks to stabilize training. We use Nvidia TITAN RTX 2080 GPU. The time cost is shown in Figure 5.

Noise-Adaptive Evolutionary Co-Search Setups. The evolutionary search is conducted with inherited gate parameters
on the validation set of QML tasks. For QML and VQE, the evolution engine searches 40 iterations with a population of 40, parents population 10, mutation population 20 with 0.4 mutation probability, and crossover population 10. The noise model is obtained from IBM’s calibration data for the performance estimator, and the noise simulator is the Qiskit QASM simulator. We also run 8192 shots on simulators.

Iterative Pruning Setups. The searched SubCircuit is firstly trained from scratch. In pruning, we set five final pruning ratios, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. The starting ratio is 0.05. Pruning starts at step 0 and ends at half of total steps. We report the highest measured accuracy among the five ratios.

B. Experimental Results

Results on Four and Two Classifications. Figure 13 shows the measured accuracy on IBMQ-Yorktown (5Q) of QuantumNAS and 6 baselines on 5 QML tasks in 6 different design spaces. QuantumNAS achieves over 85% 4- and 95% 2-class accuracy and consistently outperforms baselines except for Vowel-4 in ZZ+RY space and MNIST-4 in ZX+XX space. The statistics for Fashion-2 U3+CU3 space are in Table I. The noise-unaware search only optimizes noise-free accuracy, which results in a deep circuit (237 depth) with low measured accuracy. U3+CU3, RXYZ, RXYZ+U1+U3 and IBM Basils are better spaces as they always outperform the remaining two design spaces, and thus they are considered more noise-resilient. In addition, pruning brings an average of 2% for 4-class and 1% improvement for 2-class tasks. When the searched circuits contain only a small number of parameters, such as 7 in Vowel-4 ZZ+RY, removing any parameter will hurt the accuracy. For circuits with more parameters, such as 36 for MNIST-4 U3+CU3, the pruning ratio can be 50% while increasing accuracy by 4%. For IBMQ Basis, although its space is larger than U3+CU3, the accuracy is sometimes lower. Hence, a larger design space does not necessarily bring better final performance because of the higher search difficulty.

Results on Different Quantum Devices and Noise. Figure 14 shows QuantumNAS performance on various devices. For one task, QuantumNAS SubCircuits for each device are searched with the same SuperCircuit, but with noise models tailored for each device. For the machine with the smallest noise, IBMQ-Santiago, QuantumNAS also delivers 5% better accuracy on average. Additionally, we show the accuracy of QuantumNAS tested 3 weeks after search, which is slightly lower than tested immediately but still much higher than baselines. Therefore, even the noise characteristics change on a machine, QuantumNAS circuits are still noise-resilient. The results on Athens are unavailable since it is retired. Table II
Table 2
Human Designed Circuit + Naive Qubit Mapping
Human Designed Circuit + Noise-Adaptive Qubit Mapping Search
Noise-Adaptive Circuit & Qubit Mapping Co-Search (QuantumNAS)
Noise-adaptive co-search can improve accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit &amp; Qubit Mapping</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Error Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human Designed + Naive</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Designed + Noise-Adaptive</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise-Adaptive Co-Search</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 18. Effect of circuit & qubit mapping co-search.

Fig. 19. Front and restricted sampling improves final accuracy.

shows performance of circuits searched and run on different devices. Best performance is achieved when two devices are the same, which shows the necessity of device-specific circuits.

**Scalability.** We further show QuantumNAS results on larger machines with larger circuits. We search for circuits with 15, 16, 21, 21 qubits in U3+CU3 space for machines with 15, 16, 27, 65 qubits in Figure 15. For the 21 qubit model, the SuperCircuit contains 1 block. QuantumNAS can achieve over 5% better accuracy. For even larger circuits for which classical simulations are infeasible, we can move the whole pipeline to quantum machines. Super/Subcircuit training can be done with parameter shift, and evolutionary search can directly evaluate SubCircuits on quantum machines. We add experiments on using real QC devices to evaluate SubCircuits in search as in Table III and compare with using noisy simulator. We experiment with Qiskit optimization levels 2 and 3. Due to queuing, we can only afford 20 search iterations which take ~3 days. The accuracy of using real QC is similar to using simulators. In addition, the opt. level 3 cannot consistently improve accuracy over level 2 because QuantumNAS has already found a good mapping that is hard to optimize further.

**Results on VQE Tasks.** Figure 16 shows the VQE performance for H2 in different spaces, measured on the IBMQ-Yorktown. The theoretical optimal value is -1.85. Estimated eigenvalues obtained by QuantumNAS are consistently lower than any other baselines. The UCCSD ansatz baseline is far from the optimal value as it is not adapted to the hardware noises. Pruning removes 50% parameters for all five circuit design spaces and can steadily reduce eigenvalues. Thus VQE circuits have a higher degree of redundancy over QML ones, making them more amenable to pruning. Figure 17 further shows the comparison results of QuantumNAS and UCCSD on LiH (6Q), H2O (6Q), CH4 (4Q and 10Q) and BeH2(15Q) on machines with 7Q, 15Q, and 27Q. Besides achieving lower measured expectation values, QuantumNAS can also reduce the theoretically trained values. For H2O, the UCCSD noise-free trained expectation value is -49.6 while QuantumNAS has -52.4, indicating that QuantumNAS ansatz adapts to both the device and the molecule – a hybrid device and problem ansatz.

**C. Performance Analysis**

**Accuracy Improvement Breakdown.** We select five tasks and five design spaces to show the breakdown of accuracy improvements in Figure 18. We compare the QuantumNAS co-search to three baselines: (1) human baseline with no circuit or qubit mapping search, (2) noise-adaptive mapping search only, and (3) noise-adaptive circuit search only. Only searching or qubit mapping search, (2) noise-adaptive mapping search improve the reliability of estimated relative performance and design choice. Measured Accuracy on different spaces, measured on the IBMQ-London.

**Effect of Front and Restricted Sampling.** Figure 19 shows the measured performance of SubCircuits on five tasks in Z+XX and RXZY+U1+CU3 spaces. Since the front and restricted sampling improve the reliability of estimated relative performance, the searched SubCircuit is closer to the optimal one and achieves on average 12% higher final accuracy.

**Effect of qubit topology/error rate/qubit mapping to performance and design choice.** Figure 20 shows MNIST-4 and H2 VQE performance on devices with various topologies and error rates. We have observations: (1) Comparing Santiago, Rome, and Athens, with the same topology, a lower error rate brings better performance. (2) Comparing Rome (‘–’) and
Table 2 shows higher accuracy than shadow circuits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Space</th>
<th>MNIST-4</th>
<th>Fashion-4</th>
<th>Vowel-4</th>
<th>MNIST-2</th>
<th>Fashion-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Santiago</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belem</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorktown</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lima (‘T’), Quito (‘T’) and Yorktown(‘+’), under similar error rates, ‘T’ topology brings better performance than the other two. (3) For qubit choices (mapping), the co-searched mapping can consistently outperform the naive mapping. (4) For design choices of co-search, the average convergence iteration is 13.5, 14, 9.2 for ‘T’, ‘+’, and ‘-’ respectively. Therefore, we need a relatively larger iteration number for co-search on topology ‘T’ and ‘+’ machines. That may be due to their more complicated connections than ‘-’ topology.

Search in Small Design Space. We construct a small U3+CU3 space that does not break into multiple blocks. All SubCircuits can be arbitrarily sampled without front sampling. The circuit depth is around 40. Comparisons with larger space with multiple blocks are shown in Table IV. Small space has consistently worse accuracy: although small circuits have less noise, it also has smaller learning capacity. QuantumNAS can find a better trade-off between noise and capacity.

Random Search vs. Evolutionary Search. Multiple candidate algorithms are applicable for the search stage. We compare the evolutionary with random search in Figure 21. The best performance of random search quickly saturates, while evolutionary can find SubCircuit and qubit mapping pair with lower loss, which delivers higher accuracy.

Effect of Pruning Ratios. Figure 22 shows the effect of different final pruning ratio for MNIST-2 Z2+RXY space and Fashion-2 U3+CU3 spaces. As the final ratio increases, there exists a sweet spot where the positive effect of gate error reduction can overcome the negative effect of smaller circuit capacity so we can observe a peak accuracy.

V. RELATED WORK

A. Quantum Machine Learning

Quantum machine learning (QML) [7], [25], [36], [38], [39] explores the training and evaluation of ML models on quantum devices. They have been shown to have potential speed-up over their classical counterparts in various tasks, including metric learning [39], data analysis [36], and principal component analysis [38]. In modern designs, QML models use variational quantum circuits with trainable parameters – quantum neural networks (QNNs). Various theoretical formulations for QNN have been proposed, e.g., quantum classifier [19], quantum convolution [27], and quantum Boltzmann machine [2], etc. Most prior works are exploratory and rely on classical simulation of small quantum systems [19]. Several works also propose to search circuits [17], [41], [65], [66] but they neither perform noise-adaptive co-search of the circuit and qubit mapping nor have extensive evaluations on real QC devices as in QuantumNAS.

B. Noise-Adaptive Quantum Compiling

A quantum compiler translates a quantum program written in high-level programming languages to hardware instructions. For NISQ systems [53], such translation needs to be noise-adaptive. As such, many noise-adaptive quantum compilers have been proposed. For example, various gate errors can be suppressed by dynamical decoupling [8], [23], [35], [59], composite pulses [10], [40], [45], randomized compiling [60], hidden inverses [64], qubit mapping [34], [47], [57], instruction scheduling [48], [62], and frequency tuning [16], [26], [58]. Typically, the key to these techniques is to find opportunities for local error cancellation within a quantum circuit. Instead, we propose to search for a quantum circuit and its qubit mapping pair that is the most resilient to noise. The flexibility in changing the quantum circuit itself gives us more freedom to build robustness into the quantum algorithms.

C. Quantum Simulation

Beyond ML, variational circuits can also be used to explore challenging quantum many-body physics problems. The first implementation of variational circuits was the Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) [30], [44], [51] for quantum simulation of physical systems. Prior work showed that finding such an ansatz and learning their parameters is challenging. Different classes of ansatz designs have been proposed: (1) Problem ansatz [50], [51] is adapted to a target problem. E.g., UCCSD ansatz [3] is a design based on the structures
in a quantum system using computational chemistry models. (2) Hardware ansatz [30] is adapted to the properties of the computing hardware. Problem ansatz is shown to be typically more resilient to barren plateau than hardware ansatz [43]. In this work, our QuantumNAS aims to find a balanced and robust ansatz design via SuperCircuit-based search.

VI. CONCLUSION

We propose QuantumNAS, a framework for noise-adaptive co-search for the most robust variational circuit and qubit mapping. We leverage the SuperCircuit based search to explore in a ample design space efficiently. Iterative pruning is further leveraged to remove redundant gates in the searched circuits. Extensive experiments on QML and VQE tasks demonstrate the higher robustness and performance of QuantumNAS searched circuits over baseline designs. We also open-source our circuit training library, serving as a convenient infrastructure for future variational quantum research.
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